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SECTUION I

I NTRIt0) UC T1 ON

It l.Vl ENN 0F it EQ UIR EM EN '1S

The purpose of this investigation is to deter mine the feasibility of

retrofitting, an existing -1. 5-inch format serial frame camnera to include

an clectro-optic (E-Oi focal plane array. The objective is to provide

simultaneous collection of fill and E-O imiagery and to transmit the E-0

imagery for near-real-ti me display and analysis. While it is nut necessary

for the purposes of feasibility demonstration to actually transmit the imagery

over a data link, the system should be configured to simulate such a

process and allow its inclusion if desired. This report details the results

of the study with recoinmiendlations for specific equipment and interfacing,

as well as the overall configuration to demonstrate feasibility within the

directives defined by the Statement of Work.

In particular. a sys tern stod~Y was per for medl and is discussed in

section HI. Sections III and IN' describe and dletail cost versus performance

tradeoffs involved in the equipment and interfacing items, respectively.

including such factors as versatility and availability. The final section

provides analyses of performiance expected from the recuomm ended system.

The results and (lscSCSliOn of the analyses performed on both ('Al's focal

array andI the ci IE focal plane arraY can be found in appendix A.

l)EM( )NSTRATI' N (1. )N MFIGilA'lb )N

To dlemonstrate the feasibilitY of the shar-ed focal plane (51' I) concept.

several processes must be accomipli shed. Q uite obviusly they% are the

collection. storage and~ displaY of information. TranSmllissi on has been

omitted because it is a proven capabilitY and is not rtxjui red to demonstrate

this concept. Colletion of information naturally implies a platform. camera.

lens and focal p~lane array. The in formnation flow and necessary Components

are shown in figure 1. 1.
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To illustrate the versatility of shared collection, the Statement of

Work directs that interchangeable lenses be demonstrated. In addition.

because there are several techniques for building up long focal plane arrays.

it is recommended that two generic methods be demonstrated with inter-

changeable focal plane arrays.

I Information storage can be accomplished by several technologies.

but the most common and mature among them is video tape recording. In

terms of display, there are both soft copy and hard copy possibilities.

However. these are complementary rather than competitive. Hence, it3 is recommended that both capabilities be demonstrated using a video monitor

and a film recorder. In addition, to mediate between tape recorder and

display. especially the monitor. scan converters are required.

With these items and appropriate interfacing, a versatile and useful
feasibility demonstration is proposed which will prove the viability of shared

simultaneous collection of imagery.

I ~RECOMM N4DED ITEMS

For the sake of demonstration an(l to allow as complete a test of the

system as possible. a Fairchild Ileliporter is the recommended platform.

This aircraft can he rented for a reasonable price, has excellent performance

for test purposes and offers a large volume for equipment and personnel

desired for on-board monitoring. The camera will be a KA-50. both because

of the feasibility of incorporating the E-O array and because several inter-

Ichangeable lenses are available to prove the versatility of the system. The

lenses which are recommended to be demonstrated are a 12-inch fl, f/4.

I an 18-inch fl. f/.1 and a 24-inch fl. f/5.(. It is also recommended that

both the CAI-developed and FE focal plane arrays be demonstrated to

j compare butting methods in terms of performance under various lighting

conditions. response uniformity and the effects of overlapped versus end-to-

I end butting.

1.3
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'The recommended tape recorder is a dual-channel RCA Advisor 62

because of its availability and bandwidth capability. Two scan converters

are required and. being both available and best-performing. PEP 500's

have been chosen. The least expensive of several comparable monitors

is the Ball Model B11-15, but either the CONRAC QQA-14 or Sierra Scientific

11D 1501 can be used as available. Finally, a Honeywell Model 1856A film

recorder is highly recommended for its versatility and performance. While

it may be necessary because of availability to choose the Peridn Elmer LED

recorder, it may degrade the imagery due to its reduced bandwidth capability.

KIn terms of system operation, the preferred approach for stabilization

is to record stabilization data on tape synchronous with the video signal.

and to correct the imagery on display to the required level. The hard copy

recording can be continuous, low resolution strip directly from tape. with

any soft copy frame printed on request. It is recommended for cost and

resolution considerations that the monitor display be in frame mode rather

than continuous scroll. The operator may then command freeze frame,

analog zoom and slew, true zoom 4X and 16X by cuing with a light pen any

portion of the currently displayed frame and hard copy prints of the display.

Various forms of image enhancement are not recommended for demonstration

purposes because the cost of implementation does not justify their minimal

utility.

Based on the above recommended configuration, the system's leading

particulars and expected performance for several typical conditions are listed

in table I-1.

There will be only two effects on the normal film operation. First, in

any configuration. some vignetting of the film format must occur. The

specific numbers are given in section 111. Second. for the demonstration

system only. the frame cycle rate will be reduced to 2 frames/s. However.

in an operational system, the full 6-frame/s capability will be restored.

41.
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TrABLE 1-1

SYSTEM LEADING P)ARTICULARS

Lens Focal Length (inches)

Range (ft) Contrast 12 18 24

Coverage 22.1~ 15.2' it.50

Resolution OIAp) 1000 G. 1 5-1/4 3-1/2 2-5/8

(velocity 500 ft/s) 1000 1.2:1 9 6 4-1/2

6000 6:1 9 6 4-1/2

6000 1.2:1 21 14 10-1/2

Bandwidth: 8.3 Mh1z

Spectral response: . 5 - . 9, n

Display frame rate: 5. 5/s

power required for 300 WV

focal plane arrayv:

1.5
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l ~FIII 1"TTEST

In order to fully assess the capabilities and limitations of the SFP

system, it is proposd that the flight test for tie system be planned to use

the camera in a side oblique mode with approximately a 30' depression

angle. Imagery using each of the three lenses, as well as each of the focal

plane arrays, should be collected while simulating several mission types

under as wide a variety of illumination and weather conditions as can be

accommodated.

1.6
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SETi~fON II

S'I'TDY 1) EI'INITION

There are essenitially three methods of acquiring E,-O imagery. They

are with tube sensors, area array CCI's ald linear array CCD's. The

first two. while allowving relatively long times for imaging. have small

formats and low resolution compared to linear arrays. Attempts to build

up large area format coverage by beam splitting techniques involve large losses

of light and would substantially interfere with the acquisition of imagery on

jfilm. Linear arrays, on the other hand. can be butted to long lengths by

several methods \\ith little light loss. and can operate at an edge of the(film format to minimize any effect on the film portion of the system.

The only constraints on the system in the Statement of Work are the

use of a 4. 5-inch format serial frame camera with interchangeable lenses.

The reqtUired combination of simultaneous acquisition of imagery and a frame

format camera necessitate a pushbroom mode of operation for a linear

E-0 array in o'der to provide the scanning motion. In turn, this mode

obviates any future potential for Ti)I arrays except in vertical or forward

oblique operation. In side oblique pushbroom operation. image motion rates

vary over the format and thus TI) arrays would be table to maintain phase

in tracking the scone. Nevetheless. since this study need only demonstrate

feasibility of the SFP concept, this particular limitation does not bear on

the question. One need only keep in mind that different applications may

require modifications in implementation.

MISSIONS

The potential applications for 1.-1- imagery are as numerous, and

probably more numerous than for film imagery. There are currently

three missions which are receiving the greatest attention of planners and

the intelligence community: long range standoff. low altitude penetration

and science and technology (S &" T). The SFI camera is well suited to any

of these three. lowever, since it is desired to assess the capabilities and

limitations of 1.:-() image acquisition. ratlher than lenses and peripheral

2. 1
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equipment, and because of its near-ternm applications. the latter is the

appropriate one to investigate for this study. The combination of wide

variations and especially large values of V/R. long focal length lenses and

high resolution required by such missions should provide a good test of the

concept, the results of which can be applied to the other two missions

mentioned.

For the S & T mission, the system should operate at fairly high V/H

ratios. up to 1. 5, with relatively long focal length lenses. Due to the high

V/11 ratio, and because a lower limit on intergration time must be set for

lighting, bandwidth and electronic clocking considerations, it is expected that

the system resolution will be image smear limited at close ranges and will

be pixel dimension limited at far ranges. S & T missions in maritime

environments generally offer quite high inherent target-to-background contrasts,

up to 5. but detail contrasts can be quite low. Hence. this type of mission

should again be a good test of E-0 capabilities.

Given a 4-1/2-inch format. coverage is determined by focal length

and range. Because targets can be up to 150 ft in height. there are lower

limits to ranges expected. In general. there is a fairly narrow flightpatb

that will provide both the necessary film resolution for S & T analysis and

full coverage of the target. The time to cover the target length is determined

by the platform velocity. Again. for maritime targets this time is on the

order of 1 s or less.

Some calculations involving lighting and ('CD response show that the

system should operate in clear and overcast conditions with the lenses under

consideration. In clear days. 30 percent reflectance should provide near-

saturation exposures.

It is emphasized at this point that the above discussion of missions

is meant only to provide a framework for consideration of the SFP camera

capabilities. In fact. the demonstration system is intended to demonstrate

what can be expected from SFI) cameras for any given mission under various

conditions. The S & T mission is used because it requires a versatility

uncommon in general.

2.2



()ERATIONAL ENVEIOPE

Tables 11-1 and 11-2 and figures 2. 1 and 2.2 are intended to show

first estimates of system parameters. Detailed analyses of expected

performance are provided in section V.

The value of E-0 imagery lies chiefly in its real-time nature and

perhaps low contrast performance. rather than its resolution. Hence,

interpretation of the imagery should be in real time or near-real time to

realize its advantages over film. This can be done in soft copy on a video

display or hard copy on wet or dry process film. The former offers the

more versatility and allows the interpreter several methods of enhancement

and interactive control. Nevertheless, hard copy capability is desirable

to produce permanent, transportable copy of items of immediate interest.

With both kinds of displays available, the interpreter can examine imagery

in real time, view selected areas at higher magnification if desired, make

whatever adjustments deemed necessary to best define any particular object,

and produce a hard copy from the display to back up the intelligence report.

Furthermore. continuous scroll hard copy can be produced in real time.

E-O imagery allows fast exploitation of fleeting targets, greatly reduced

times to create needed up-to-the-minute intelligence reports, as well as

preliminary interpretation of fixed targets to better use the high resolution

film imagery when it returns.

Operator workload is kept to a minimum by initially providing full

format imagery on the video display. albeit at reduced resolution, and blow-

ups on conimand for select areas of interest or suspected activity. While

enhancement techniques can be implemented, their value is questionable

and are generally time-consuming which. for real-time operations. further

reduce their effectiveness. It is a goal of this system design to let the

interpreter concentrate on rapid interpretation using only a few simple and

necessary controls.

2.3
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TAIBLE 11-1

SI"l) TARGETS AND ENViR )NM IENT

Targets

Class Length (ft) Height (ft)

Mine hunters 165 75

Destroyers 250 90

Frigates 275 90

Carriers 500 - 1000 150

Land vehicles 20 - 40 4 - 6

Reflectance 30 percent typical; Time for 1 pass at 300 hm: 33 to 1.0 s

Envi ronment

Perspective Oblique, 300 depression nominal

Velocity 300 ft/s nominal

Range Down to several hundred feet for

very high resolution film imagery

Target Ships, 30 percent reflectance nominal

Operational envelope Day, fair weather, all year

Countermeasures and threat None

('ound Resolution (x .tui rements (ft)

Maritime Littoral Land Fixed Land Mobile

1)etai 1 25 20 20 10

Recognition 10 10 10 4

Identification .1 2 2 1

Analysis .08 .25 .25 .25

S & T .025 .025 .025 .025

2.4
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TABLE 11-2

SYSTEM PARAMETER~S

toa ~ 5in .iiii i ic.i Int'g 11 1 iol sulution lRakt* video /

200 11. 25' ) V~ 0. 137 2.74 x~ 10 2. 2t x 10' 1.3

kA4) 3 1.5 2 ~ 11 1.0 w) 10 9 9.12) x 10 7 0.41;

1,k inches 1000) 1 -15' n54 91 0. 25.4 Is 10~ 4.56 x 10 7 0.3

2000 1.25' 
30 ~1I; 2.4 N 10 2 .2 8 x 10 0. 15

5000 11.25' 12!50 t71 3.411 1.09 x 10 9. 12 x 10 0.06

200 21. 2-1' 75 2". 1: 0.20; 1.82 m 10 9 1.52 x 10 .5

50 2I2 s-7. 5 7.8 0.514 7.29 x 10 r6.08 x 10 .6

12 inches 1000 2121 375 142 15 1. 02S .5~ 0 30 0 .

2000 21. 21V 750 21. 3 2.,)55 1.62 10 8 1.52 x 10 .15

500 2.1' 1875 7110.S 5. 14 7. 29 x 10 7 6.0s x 10 Al .043

500021. 

300 ft 's

to::. I,'pixels. title S8640 5 x 1728)

pixel~ size 13 x 1:3 p II

flne lell-iilh 4. 5 in

Linear HW form nat\

1.ifle:1Ipiw I-I X sant siisi ----

Vun leigli

2.5
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S E("II )UN I11

IIARI)VAR. I" rI MS

There arc five I- I/2-inch format frame cameras in current U.S. Navy

inventory protduced hy ('AL. These arc the KA-50. KA-51, KA-53, KA-62

and tile KS-x7. Because of the requirement for interchangeable lens cones,

only the KS-s7 shown in figuire 3. 1. with its :1, 6. 12 and 1S-inch fl lens

cones and the KA-50 shown in figure 3.2. with its variety of lens cones

developed by the Navy are contenders. It will be shovn below that using 3

or (-inch fl lenses would cause difficult design problems for this feasibility

demonstrator. '(he KKS-s7 is then limited to 12 and 18-inch focal lengths.

The KA-50, on the other hand. can be demonstrated %%ith 12. 1. 24 and possibly

3;-inch fI Navy lenses. This fact. couplhd \ith a surplus of such cameras

isince the aircraft on which thev have been used have become obsolete) make

the KA-50 series camera the prime choice.

(')M I:ARISON OF 1. ENS ES l'(M)1 SIOAt I:1) l.')('A I PIANE,$

Several different lens types exist as potential candidates for deployment

in a SlFP configuration using either a KA-50 or KS-,s7 type camera back.

The particular candidates are a (i-inch fl, f/2. S; a 12-inch fl, f/4; an

18-inch fl. f/.. 0; a 24-inch fl. f/5. ;; and a 2 4-inch fl. f'3.5. The two

24-inch fl lenses were not given as com)lete an analysis as the other lenses

since they do not exist as customer inventory, however, they should be

representative of the customer's existing 24I-inch fl lens.

Regardless of which lens is to be used, the position of the E-0 focal

plane array will be nominally at one edge of the I. 5 x 4. 5-inch film

format. In this location, the pixel elements of the array are all at distances

ranging from 2. 2 to 3. 3 inches off of the optical axis. This then becomes the

area of interest with regard to the performance of the E-) detector array.

The off-axis positions between 2.2 and 3.3 inches for these lenses were

examined for both light collecting ability and for optical resolution performance.

3.1
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F'lgureV :1. i is a plIot of flux collection as a ftuiction of image field

II Iposition for all five of thle above selected lenses. T(he flux collecting function

is plotted in solid angle mevasw'e isteradians) of light collected at eachK!position in thle imiage. tip to a maximumi image height of 4 inches from the

optical axis. In the zone between 2.2 and 3. 3 inches image height can clearlyJbe seen thle effects of cos' o falloff and vignetting characteri stics of these

lenses, most par~ticularly the 6-inch f'l. f/2. 8 lens. In effect, with the CCD

linear arraY positioned at thle edge of thle -4.5 x 4. 5-inch format, the 6-inch

fl, f/2. M lens "appears" to be an fU.1 near the center of the array and an

f/5.(; near- the ar-ray ends. While not a desirable characteristic, this light

falloff along thle arriay length can he compensated electronically. albeit

at somec sigiial-to-noi se ratio degradlation.

Promn figiiie 3.3 it can he concluded that any of thle lens candidates

can be used insofar as their- light collecting function is concerned. at least

over some range of scene illumination conditions. None of the lens candidates

is Offecti vlv reduced to munch lesthan f/5.6( over thle array length, except

the 24-inch fl, f/5. 1; lens itself whi ch is r'educed to half way between an f/5. 6

and~ an ['8. 0. Thel( mnost promising lens is the Is-inch fl. f/4. 0, which has

an average apertlirv character-istic of J'/ 1.5 over the entire array. Next

promising is the 12-inch fl, f A-. with an av'erage effective aperture of about

f/5. 0.

Figures 8 .4.. 3.5 and 3. ( give plots of lens AMTF versus i mage height

for- the fl-inch 11. f .5 the 12-inch fl, f/. 0 andi 15-inch fl, f/'4. 0 lenses.

respectivl.Fc of these per for mialce curves w~as generated for a broad

spectrumn repretsenting a solar spectrum) %\ith \A- 12 filtering and a Corning

1-75 andl thle refsponsivity of' the silicon detector. B~asically the performance

includes thle spectrot ii between 0. 5 and 0. 9 p ill. None of the candidate

lenses were intended or designed (oi- use beyond about 0. 7 pml, therefore

the per-for-mance of each is tl4'finitely comipromised in this application.

Fromn figurev 3. 1 it is quIite cleatr that thle 6-inch fl, f/2. 8 lens is not

a good candlidate for- this application. At resolution values between 20 and

to [p/mmn. only the center of the ('('I ar-ray would he r~eceiving any usable

3i. 4
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signal modulation. At the ends of the array, the image modulation is almost

nonexistent except for quite coarse target sizes. Any potential improvement

in image quality can only come by reductions in either the spectrum or aperture

or both.

In figure 3. 5. the performance curves for the 12-inch fl. f/4. 0 lens

show a definite imp rovement when compared to the 6-inch fl lens. The

inprovement in MTV is attributable to both a reduction in relative aperture

and more significantly a reduction in field angles. While the performance

predicted in these curves leaves much to be desired, the signal modulation

at the center of the array would be quite adequate for good imagery. Only

at the ends of the array is the resolution seriously degraded at the 20 to 40-

lp/mm level. Between 10 to 20-11!/mm resolution, the image modulation

at the ends of the array is still usable.

In figure 3. 6, the MTI" performance curves indicate that the 18-inch

fl. f/-. 0 lens is (efinitely a good candidate lens for this application. Only

at the very end of the array is the signal modulation beginning to get weak

at the 30 to -10-1p/mnm resolution level. From the 20 to 30-lp/mm level,

the entire array w ill see an optical signal clean enough for usable imagery.

MT V data was not rtn for either of the two 24-inch fl lens candidates

because they were not considered "real" candidates. However, past history

in examining these lenses for similar applications has been favorable and

allows us to predict that either the f/3. 5 or f/5. 6 would produce image

modulation that is equal to or somewhat better than that of the 18-inch fl. f/4. 0

lens.

Two of the mechanical configurations discussed below involve the use

of glass to extend the optical path. The optical effects have been evaluated

in terms of the MTF. Figures 3. 7 and 3. 8 are graphs of the MTF through

focus without and with this glass, respectively, at three positions (center,

halfway between center and edge. and at the edge) in the E-O image format.

In addition, figures 3.9 and 3. 10 show the MTF"s at optimum focus as functions

of frequency. Clearly the inclusion of path lengthening glass would severely

degrade performance.
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As compared to film, figures 3.11 and 3.12 illustrate the lens MTF's

for Pan-X spectrum.

As a result of these considerations, vignetting of the film imagery and

problems when using alternating-mirror, optically-butted focal plane arrays

for interchangeable lenses discussed below, the 6-inch fl lens has been

eliminated as a viable candidate. Because of availability, it is recommended

that the feasibility demonstration include tests using 12. 18 and 24-inch fl

lenses. Longer focal lengths can be accommodated easily. However, the

light collecting abilities of such lenses may severely limit the operational

envelope in which Ei-O imagery can reasonably be obtained.

FOCAl, PILANE AltiAY C()NIFIGURATION

There are four potential configurations of CCD's to synthesize an array

length of between 4 and 5 inches. These schemes are the following:

S• Mechanical butting

* Optical butting - beam splitting

* Optical butting - alternating mirrors

* Electronic butting

Figure 3. 13 illustrates the methods schematically and summarizes the

advantages and disadvantages of each.

Mechanical Butting

of the four potential schemes for producing a long linear array from

several smaller ones, mechanical butting is tile most desirable from a

technical point of view. Mechanical butting is accomplished by physically

butting the end of one array to the start of the next array, hopefuUy with

little or no pixel gap existing at the junctions. Such an array can then be

placed directly in the focal plane of a large variety of lenses with minimum

optical considerations and with no inherent light loss due to auxiliary optical

components.
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Unfortunately, all of the linear arrays available today are constructed

in such a way as to preclude the possibility of mechanical butting. These

arrays (such as the Fairchild CCD131 and CCD121) have electronic processing

circuitry at one end of the array which prevents the potential of butting the

end pixels of two consecutive devices. Also, these same devices are all

mounted on substrates which are much longer than the optically active length

of the array.

There is currently one development program in process (Itek) to produce

CCD arrays that can be mechanically butted. If and when the development is

achieved, there is no way of knowing what its availability will be to potential

users. Therefore, the possibility of employing the mechanical butting concept

is considered the least likely candidate for any focal plane developments in

the near future.

Optical Butting - Beam Splitting

Any CCD whose total physical length is less than twice as long as its

"active" length is a candidate for optical butting schemes. Devices that meet

this requirement are Fairchild's CCD121, CCD122, CCD142 and CCD143.

The optical butting technique consists of building two physically separate

arrays (each having every other subarray) and creating the apparent butt by

use of some optical technique. One such technique is conventional beam splitting.

A beam-splitting optical component is employed in the rear optical path of the

system objective lens, creating two simultaneous identical images of the

scene in two physically separate locations. Each of the two alternating arrays

is located at one or the other image and mechanically adjusted until they

appear to form a single contiguous long linear array as seen through the

objective lens.

This scheme is practical and workable from a mechanical standpoint

and creates no complications to the electronic processing of the signals. The

main disadvantage to this scheme is the inherent minimum 50 percent light

loss created at the beamsplitter by division of amplitude to create two

3.16
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simultaneous images. When compared to the mechanical butting technique.

the beam-splitting technique comes at a cost of at least 50 percent signal

attenuation. While not eliminating this technique from further consideration,

the significant light loss does limit the operating envelope in which such a

system might be successfully employed. Finally, because beamsplitters

are not perfectly neutral, either spectrally or in polarization, it can be

expected that signature bands will be apparent in the imagery. Such bands

are at best distracting and at worst hindrances to image interpretation.

Optical Butting - Alternating Mirrors

Another method of creating an optical butting (apparent butt) of CCD

arrays is to use an array of small mirrors, constructed and positioned to

reflect along linear image into sections directed toward the CCD arrays

which are physically separated. The configuration of the separate arrays

would be somewhat similar to the other optical butting technique, two linear

arrays with alternating CCD arrays in each.

While this method of optical butting does not have the inherent light

loss attendant with beam splitting, it does have illumination problems in the

pixels immediately adjacent to the junction between two consecutive arrays
as shown in figure 3. 14. Since each separate array is served by its own

mirror section, the light cone that is converging toward the end pixels is

intercepted by two adjacent mirrors and sent in two different directions.
The number of pixels involved is dependent upon the f number of the lens

and the physical distance between the ('CD arrays and the alternating mirror

array. If left in a configuration of butting the end pixels of consecutive

arrays, the collected signal at each end pixel would be (at best) 50 percent

of the collected signal in the central portion of each array.

The problem at the ends can be partially overcome by an overlapping

technique at each junction. Instead of butting the end pixels of consecutive

arrays, the individual arrays are spaced closer to permit an optical overlap

of N pixels at each array junction. N being dependent upon the specific system

layout. The signals of these N pixels at each array end are then electrically

added to their corresponding N pixels In the adjacent array, in effect, collecting

all of the signal available.
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This scheme is entirely workable but does have a few undesirable

characteristics. When adding the signals of the N end pixels in consecutive

arrays, the noise at each device is also being added. Therefore, the S/N

ratio at the Junctions is not equal to that near the center of each array where

the entire signal is collected by only one device. However, the S/N ratio of

this configuration is 2X better in the array center and 1. 4X better at the array

ends when compared to the beam-splitting approach.

This improvement in the S/N ratio comes with the expense of additional

circuitry to store and perform the signal addition.

Electronic Butting

In a scheme called electronic butting, no attempt is made to perform

either mechanical or optical butt between consecutive arrays. Instead,

each of the arrays is individually located in the focal plane of the lens, correctly

located with respect to the length of the array, but staggered (L-R-L-R, etc.)

in the direction of scan. The stagger spacing represents a time delay between

the lead and aft portions of the full array. The signals from each integration

period of each subarray in the lead set of arrays is electrically stored until

the scene has traversed to the aft set of arrays, at which time the signals

from both sets of arrays can be processed to form a single continuous stream

of data representing a continuous line of imagery.

The obvious disadvantage of this approach is the large amount of signal

storage required to hold the information from one-half of the total array

until it can be interspaced with the information of the other half. Typical

storage capacity for a 5-inch format picture would be several megabits,

dependent upon the stagger spacing actually achieved in the final configuration.

The most severe disadvantage in the electronic butting scheme is the

stability requirement imposed on the sensor system during the time of inform-

ation storage. If stability is not maintained, there is a less of picture

continuity when the signals are Joined at the grotnd station, resulting in

duplicate imagery at one end of each subarray and a holiday at the other ends.
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In order to be able to compare and contrast two of the techniques, it is

proposed that both CAI's array using alternating mirrors and the GFE array

using beam splitting be evaluated in the demonstration. Despite the fact that

the latter array is of insufficient length to cover the 4-1/2-inch format, it

is a reasonable candidate for certain implementations and it illustrates the

simplicity of an effective mechanical butt in that the active areas are apparently

butted end to end. The cost of such a test is minimal because both arrays

use Fairchild 121 CCD's so that common drive circuitry can be used, and

both have similar physical dimensions. The electronics necessary to add

overlapping pixels for CAI's array need only be programmed for zero pixel

overlap.

The cost of allowing interchangeable focal plane arrays would be about

$ 5000 greater than using just one, exclusive of the increased in flight test time.

As was pointed out above, alternating mirrors split the light cone in

the region of the butts. To assure collection of all available light, the CCD's

are effectively overlapped. Because the mirrors must be located physically

in front of the image plane, the position and length of the overlap regions

vary with focal length and lens speed. The formula for computing the total

length of overlap in pixels (N is given by:

F/fN (F/S-l) P

where:

F focal length of the lens

f f number of the lens

S optical distance from the mirrors to the image plane

P dimension of a pixel

Given a base design for one lens, using interchangeable lenses not

only varies the length of overlap, but shifts the center of the overlap region.

The formula for this center shift (C) is given by:

a (1 -F/F)Co

F
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where:

F focal length of the new lens

a 0 distance in pixels of the butt center from the optical axis

Table III-1 gives the calculated results for various base designs of

the overlap length and center shift for each of the lenses considered.

Clearly, using a 6-inch fl, f/2. 8 lens poses the most difficulty in both

overlap length and center shift. A base design for an 18-inch fl, f/4 shows

minimal problems using a family of 12, 18, 24 and 36-inch fl lenses.

CANDIDATE CAMERAS FOR SFP INSTALLATION

The KA-50 family of cameras was developed and designed to U.S. Navy

specifications and manufactured by CAI. Hence, recommendations for engineering

changes to the cameras to incorporate the E-O array will be fully documented as

to the mechanical, optical and electrical changes and repackaging required,

and also as to the effect on operation of the camera.

To minimize expense and shorten development time, existing material

and designs are to be used where possible to etipedite the fabrication of

a demonstration system which will be used for flight evaluation of the concept.

These considerations mean that the camera to be modified should be

capable of mounting either or both of the existent E-O array assemblies

in their final packaged configuration.

The CAI assembly with six 1728 CCD arrays is being developed as an

E-O back for the 18-inch fl KA-91 panoramic camera. The KA-91 E-O

optical system is depicted in figure 3. 15 and its video processing electronics

module In figure 3.16. The E-O linear array assembly including prism,

butting optics and CCD's is shown in figure 3.17, less PCB's, optical filters

and provisions for cooling. Figure 3.18 shows the GFE array.
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The overall E-O assembly with ancillary electronics will be "T" shaped

on the KA-91 with provisions for mounting a repackaged video module on

its back. This basic sensor configuration becomes highly compatible with

the SFP cameras through the addition of a mirror in front of the E-O array

to intercept the ray bundle from the lens and repackaging the electronics

in a configuration aptly described as a fork. The vertical stem of the fork

containing the mirror and E-O array will be adjustable linearly to permit

a sharp focus coplanar with the camera's focal plane. This package concept

is depicted in figure 3. 19.

Mechanical Configurations

Location of the E-O array within the camera itself presents several

interface problems, some of which are depicted in figure 3.20. In the figure,

location of the E-0 array for several different positions iB considered.

Position A, the most straightforward, consists only of positioning a

mirror at some point behind the lens to reflect light off to the side and

onto the E-O focal plane array. The object in this case is to leave the shutter

assembly intact and use otherwise empty space in the lens cone. There are

two disadvantages to this position. First, the mirror being so far from the

image plane results in a large degree of vignetting of the film imagery. The

second disadvantage relates only to the demonstration program in that this

position involves modification to each lens cone which would be used.

Position B reduces vignetting to some extent by moving the mirror

closer to the focal plane. The E-O focal plane assembly is still outside the

shutter mechanism, but must be cocked to intercept the light. The modifications

still occur in the lens cones and focusing is a more difficult procedure.

However, it is an attractive solution for cases in which a single lens cone

is to be used.

Position C leaves the lens cones unmodified, but instead involves

the removal of a shutter motor. There is less vignetting in this case

because the mirror is still closer to the image plane, but working inside

the shutter housing does impose size constraints on the E-O focal plane assembly.
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One possible solution would be to extend the optical path to position C' by

the inclusion of a thickness of glass in the path. By so doing, the E-O

assembly can be located entirely outside the shutter housing. Along the same

line of reasoning is the possibility of extending the optical path and folding

it around the shutter motor. This also has the disadvantage of modifying

lens cones, as well as introducing optical degradation by using extra glass.

The glass necessary to extend the path from C to C' is calculated as 5 inches

of 1. 7 index glass. The optical effects were examined and described earlier

in this section. The conclusion is that such a scheme is not feasible.

Finally, it would be conceptually possible to move the mirror still

closer to the image plane in order to further reduce vignetting and again

cock the E-O focal plane as in position D. This is similar to position B,

with the attendant focusing problem, as well as an unacceptably harsh

constraint on physical size as the E-O focal plane as presently configured.

In the future, it would be worthwhile to redesign the E-O focal plane with the

intent of allowing mechanical positioning as close to the film focal plane

as possible.

One concept which was quickly discarded was to place a beamsplitter

across the entire cone of light. This cuts light to both the film and E-O

array in half, as well as wasting a large fraction of the light directed toward

the latter. Furthermore, for shorter focal length lenses, there is insufficient

space between lens and image plane to accomplish this.

For the positions in which a shutter motor is removed, the frame cycle

rate is reduced to 2/s such as is used on CAI's 66-Inch fl LOROP camera.

Because these positions bring the film and E-O image planes into close

proximity and thus minimize vignetting, it is otherwise a very attractive

solution. For operational systems, the possibility of maintaining this

position and regaining the high shutter speed with the use of recently developed

samarium cobalt torque motors and possibly lower mass curtains should be

seriously considered. Because of the packaging of the shutter assembly for

the KA-50, the removal of the trailing edge motor is preferred as the easier

modification.
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Figures 3.21 through 3.24 illustrate two preliminary design layouts,

each involving modifications to existing lens cones and the first removal

of a shutter motor. Figure 3.25 shows the approach wherein the optical

path is extended to allow locating the E-O assembly outside the shutter housing.

Figure 3.26 shows the preferred approach for the demonstration system. Note

that to equalize optical paths, the effective location of the E-O array has been

located 1/4 inch inside the film format edge, which results in slightly greater

vignetting of the film and slightly better performance at long ranges for the

E-O imagery. In addition, the E-() array, because of its physical length,

is offset from the film format by 5/16 inch at the top and extends approximately

3/4 inch below the film format. Finally, the whole array assembly protrudes

1/16 inch beyond the shutter housing, thereby necessitating a new casting

or some extension of the housing to enclose the assembly. Figure 3.27

illustrates the preferred approach for use with a bent 18-inch fl lens in a

future more operational demonstration. ltere the frame rate is restored

by not removing a shutter motor. Instead, a hole is milled through the existing

mirror housing, support plates epoxied in place and the E-O assembly inserted.

The electronics immediately adjacent to the focal plane assembly are now

remotely located a few inches away on the side of the mirror housing. This

configuration allows using the camera in a pod and puts the E-O array at the

leading edge of the film format.

Optical Compatibility

A preliminary review of photo format for each of the lenses with the

E-O sensor and mirror assembly in place revealed the following character-

istics for the 4-1/2 x 4-1/2-inch format:

Lens Focal Length

Percent 12 inches 18 inches 24 inches
Unaffected format areas 77 79 83

Vignetted area 23 21 17

One stop vignetting 14 13 11

Total vignetting 66 6 6
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E-O Configuration

Although the ('AI and the G.1F, E-O arrays are completely different, an

approach which would allow either assembly to be used with common elec-

tronics is obviously very desirable for the flight demonstration.

A look at both assembled 1,:-() configurations reveals that the overall

cross sectional area for either approach is probably quite similar. Either

j assembly, complete with mirror, would appear to be compatible with the

fork-shaped modular approach.

Figures 3. 28 and 3. 29 indicate how both assemblies could possibly

be mounted interchangeably if required.

CAI's electronics to handle the addition of overlapping pixels currently

limits the integration time to 576 ps. While improved memory technology in

the next year is expected to shorten this time, the performance analyses

presented herein use this figure. The system line rate is simply the reciprocal

of integration time and thus 1733 lines/s. At very long ranges, it may be

useful to allow the integration time to increase. However, sampling geometry

shows that useful MT V's at Nyqui,;t freqtuencies are not obtained if the image

motion is greater than 1/2 to 3/4 pixel per integration. Hence, to obtain high

resolution imagery, this integration time should be fixed for velocity-to-range

ratios greater than . 581 to . 871 divided by the focal length in inches. For a

300-kn velocity, this nieans ranges less than 7000 to 10, 000 times the focal length

in feet. Clearly, for the 1 to 3-ft focal lengths under consideration, there is

little need to consider longer integration times.

In each line, CAl's focal plane array contains six arrays less the length

of pixels used in overlap. This calculates to 9548 pixels/line for an 18-inch fl

lens. The pixel rate is then 16.6 x 106 pixels/s for a bandwidth of 8.29 MHz.

The coverage afforded is 4. 89 inches, which is almost 9 percent larger than

the film format. As such, it allows some leeway for roll stabilization.

Because it is intend(ed that no capital equipment be purchased for this

study, rather they be furnished as C FE or GFE items, availability as opposed

to cost is a driving factor in recommending particular models.
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VTR REX IREAMENI'S

An airborne vidtro iape_ recorder' (VTFR) is required to provide storage of

sensor imagery. ii- storage function miust have the capability of recording

the full sensor imiage reSoh(Miou on a video line-by-line basis (pusbbroom

scanning), with two au.\i~iarN data channels to record aircraft navigational

data and video Line :uni nii,,siou identi fication data. For the SFP system, the

video bandwidth required is s. 3 Mliz with an auxiliary channel bandwidth

of about 20 kliz. It is desirable that the VTR have a recording time of at

least 20 min, wi th 1 hour preferred.

Several operaujng iinudes are required of the VTR in an operational configuration:

* Airbornec recordinig of sensor imiage data in real time.

* Lmniiiediath aij borne playback of target pass imagery to verify

coverage. This inclAudes shortest possible start and stop

time a.-nd tpe wino timt-s to pormit efficient viewing of imagery.

0 Airlorrw lhyhack of all or- selected imiagery into a data link for

ti'ai)i;sn Si n to all imag-e iterpi'etation/processing facility.

* Compatible )1ylback of tape at an image in ter pretati on/pr oces sing

facilitv (oni same or compatible VTR{).

It would be usetul, though iiiot manidatory, that an operational VTR have a

second slow plavblnl !iped. Thi s would case requir'ements on scan
converter (lesign 'or, CRYt display, and allow more flexbeitraigt

available datalns Additioniallyv, the VTR miust be capable of operating

with a line scani video foi at uts compared to TV raster scan) and meet

airborne environmnttal ret lireflilts.

For the pre(sellt deol oil -'trati systerii the only essential requirements

are video laild\%id! hI ):otid 'ml\ilia rN chaiinel bandw~idth), line scan compatibility

and rvc(0ord'/; )lavi :I ( hr pl i I 'se th ree reqirem 'nents, ho~wever, are

sufficient to (lisyill 1 fy1)m ncinl' \[t-:indidates as having insuffclit bandwidth,

dedicated operati oll wih TIV 1;lster fornmat or record only function in many

portable unit, ttended for ai ihorie use.

.Thli.'- w,-t1il1,i, 1:-iiil% h fion :I cost stanidpoint. In demonstration,

imagery wouldi I)(. pkktOl 1 :t I\ :it aI i uiinl facilityv. Tihe airborne recorder can
serve this P if it liit p [ovi Si. is fm-i playlac k operation. In any event,
shortest 1 sossih I ii' In it op awd t.:ipf' %%ind ti nes are desired. 3.42
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The use of a high density digital recorder in the present application

is possible but not particularly practical for- several reasons:

i * Required interfacing in an essentially analog system.

9 Because the system is essentially analog, the advantages

I of digital signal format, i. e. , signal accuracy, wide

dynanic range and low noise cannot he fully exploited.

I * 'I he "'4ierally highei cost, complexity and limited types

of (i] ,ital 1 C('co (htL's.

I Those renainirn , 'andidt rec)rders fall in the class known as

universal instrunintation r.corder.-,. (i Ihese, the CA Advisor 152

I has sufficient han(hit}, rc('oidin)g rime ;ui , providehs record/playback

capability in a \Tf( des i)2,iii or air6o rtie use. However, its availability

t I is limited andl in (Al's experien'e,. this recorder has demonstrated

several inherent puhl rns whichi ni-Ah it an undesirable candidate. Some

j of these problems include mechanical ahus'(, of the tape, a low signal-to-noise

ratio and a format uncompatibhe for use vith other machines.

Another c'n-li(lar e \'TH is thu lB,]l :rd Ilowoll 1i140. It is normally

intended for ground use. but could Ixe us(i in airborne demonstration tests

I as it has sufficient bandwidth and recording time. In this case, its avail-

ability is highly questionable. Apparently, Bell and hlowell operated as

Ia distributor for a foreign mnamfhcture' and few, if any, units have been

sold.

New desigim , to be avai lahh' in t, months to a year include a Bell and

1lowell I1I7() \Nirh an S-N1iz bandwidth and un Arvin/[I.cho Science model

I ,'821 with a ba2-.Mu h muwidth. "'ho former is essontially equlvalent to the

Illl1O, but %%ith orr hles :uxiliairy chlanml and considerably longer start

time. This lasr facI make,; the ItT0 unattractive for the zoom operation

described holo\. 1h4, lat,,o' is ai a r'e, raek--mounted unit not suitable

for peraiton'd ust' :111d t p' i ;ctic'ail for demonstraltion. There is

an ai ,ri)rn, %,,i 4ion f this I '1or( er under deo'u(,hpn(mt, but it is not

j exp('tM(I to )o available, I'm another ' Vear's.

• 3.43
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Finally, the hest choice is aI dual channel RC(A Advisor 62 with 6 MHz

I available in each channel. Beink o)f reduced bandwidth, it would be necessary

to split the video signal in order to maintailn the design bandwidth and1 recombine the sigial on readout. Nevertheless, it is a widely used VTR

and thus its availability miust he considered good. Furthermore, it is the

j only unit currently available which mewets the requir'ements and can be

expected to deliver good pertornimice. Table 111-2 lists the relevant

j characteristics for several recorders considered.

SCAN CONY I-MI 'U S

InI diseuss;ing poAtential1 scain convoters. it is appropriate to commence

%*iti aI eomp iarisu4n) of 1\ wI-chnolog,: csigital v'er sus analog. The following

is a disciiss-iun of' Ilkc live uiamgsad disadvantages using a PEP 500

I as an exam ph. ol :ui an alo ,. version.

ASS1111il ()I OSPIes 0'11 teclmolo. , it appears that the state-of-the-artf

I resolhton fir at 1 )iset1(:d iictriIj Si'a converter is 512 x 512 pixels. This

P('soliltionli met with 0 IM iw't cent moduila~tion.

A I 1K I 5001 inalog sethl ener i., s caale of much higher resolution.

l~rincet on c laiis a i-csoliti (n o f 1: 50 lin us diameter. If we assume the

standard NA1 (a Ijct r. a 0of ai f'rt. %W Can ;nhi eve 1080 lines hori zontal

resolution by s1n 10ine k.(' ti 1'~.

'Ihe ,spwt'd of the (h i.l I -ein e nvcrte r is pri1marilly limited by the

memiories uis-t. T('hs linmitati on ian to,, oerroe IY using more complex

I/() with bulffer in. mjjory. A practical bhtndwidth would be 10 Mliz.

The analog scan eotivoi tor hast a spieci fied bandwidth of 28 MHz.
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Information Content kcontrast)(iCrey Scale)

The digital scan converter content level is determined by the number

of memory planes used. The commonly used numbers are 3, 6 and 8 bits.

Three bits allow a maximum of 8 grey levels. Since there is some least

significant bit ambiguity, this is tusatisfactory for normal video sources.

A 6-bit (64 level) system is adequate for most TV systems, assuming that

there is some processing applied to the video prior to digitization. The 8-bit

system is a practical upper- limit to grey scale. This system would allow

more processing to be carried out prior to viewing.

The PPII 500 has a specified grey level capability of 64 levels. It wiU

not reproduce thewc levels at the video rates used in the focal plane array.

Based on performance observed in the EWACS ground station, an estimate

of 10 levels is reasonable.

Versatility

The digital scan converter offers good versatility since read and write

addressing can be random. This would allow for a scrolling type of display.

Since addressing and information is in (igital form with no analog integration

schemes used, it is easily possible to vary time base values. This allows

for zoom and timne base expansion. There is no limit to the number of

expansion rates.

The analog ('onvctor, is weak in versatlity. While a scrolling display

is feasible, it is both a difficult aid expensive proposition, thus the display

would have to operate in a freeze frame mode only. Multiple scan converters

are needled, since read, wiite and erase functions share the same electronics

and cannot be used simultaneously. With two scan converters, it is possible

to write with no gaps in data, but the display would have to be blanked for

approximately .10 ms for every input frame. Time base expansion is

difficult since it is necessary to program four analog parameters for

every rate incurred and thus is very cuml)ersome. Zoom capability in

the PEP 500 is standard with approximately a 6X zoom.

I
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Interface

Since both the \'TR and displays are analog in nature, it would be

necessary to cotivert the video to digital and then back to analog in order

to use the digital scan convertor.

The analog scUI converter should cable directly for input and output

operations, except that the video lines would have to be switched to the

appropriate scan converter in use.

(om|patibility of I)i ital Sean ('onverter s

The ipplication of digital scaan converter tochniques to a ground inter-

pretation f:tilitv for the shar-ed focal plane system can be partially implemented

with com I(reia lBY :ivatikable image processing systems. The functions of

frame store refresh niorY, high resolution display, a variety of image

processinlien hal cemelln t oIpel :tlions din'hldirg zoom and scrolling), together

with computeri control uind management of the storage, processing and display

operations, are all available in comme rcial equipment. The system

manufacturers provide, through a number of system models and options,

a wide range of perforinance :uid flexibiliy, including resolution, grey

scale and processig operation.;.

irom inent m11anut1'acturers of imInago proctSsi ng systems include, but are

not limited to:

0 (Grinnell ,vslelns

* Gollisco

* I )(.\nza Systems

•* 'OlOl~Uh) \'jileO

Tl, ollc es:sential function that cull wei e'ial iniage pr( e'ssing systems do

not provih ii Ih initial acquisition of inmnagely in real ior' near real) time from

a sensor Ir taji,*. Ihey alm hasic'ally con fi gu red to acqul ire Image data from

S(' S .y,,st,,i l h al l nu tivi hi :wqli liv," IV frames. Stich an option wofild
reqli s, lstmili Anta lcveoplmoll wtnitfmifcation 1, handle the shared focal image
horillat st 11(.1111 e ul d i :. s47
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computer storage, i.e.. at very low data rates compared to the SFP sensor

rates. Thus, it is necessary that hard-wired, high speed logic circuitry be

provided to "grab" the imagery from the tape foi- storage in a frame store

memory**. In the pres(int rase, sue'; ci,'cuitry would also have to have

controllable pixel and line averajnu funcLions to provide for low resolution,

full format display as well as i-oonmed, high resolution display.

Thus, the implementation of a digital scan conversion process, even

Iwith commercially available image processing and display components, requires

a significant amount of additional development to provide SFP system corn-

patibility.

Table 111-3 summarizes the above arguments. Clearly for this demon-

stration, an analog scan converter is the more desirable despite its freeze

frame mode. Only two analog scan converters can be considered as candi-

dates: a Hughes 6391 and a PEP 500. These two are compared in table 111-4

and there is no question that the PEP 500 is by far the better choice.

Furthermore, the PEP 500's are available both as CFE and GFE.

TV MONITOR

Candidate monitors were evaluated in order to select an appropriate

display for use with the SVP system. These are compared in table 111-5.

It can be seen from the data that there are few major differences between

monitors. The KI) 1501 has higher resolution but it is specified at a lower

light level which will somewhat minimize the resolution difference. The

zoom capability of the scan converter further mininizes the importance of

this resolution limit. The 1I1) 1501 also has autotracdng of any line rate

using phase lock loop techmology. This feature is unnecessary as only one

line rate will he used. The BIM-15, ffers the best cost/perlormance figure.

In terms of availability,, the Sierra is available and the Bail is expected to be

available as CF .';.

The framie store mu en o ie associated with (tmlin erv ('ial imiage processing
systems may have too long acc.ss times to fuinction at S Fl' in.age data rates.

:1. 48



I rTA II, F HI-3

SCAN co N V ERtT El! C OMPARISON

CAI Digital Scan Converter PEP 400 or 500
A d vanta cs

I Multiple operating modes Low cost - $5000/unit or GFE

Freeze frame Itigh resolution 1000 x 1000 pixels

Rolling display (viewfinder)

Slow scan output Off-the-shelf hardware

2:1 zoom Zoom capability

Digital interface to digital system

Variable read/write rate

Uses standard TV monitor

Disavantage s

Htigh cost Lack of rolling display capability

Low resolution GFE units are old, are in poor

Development time requi-ed condition and are modified

Flashing display

P'oor grey rendition at high data rates

Constant rate without major

modification

3.49



I TABL.E 111-4

SCAN CONVEIRTER1 COMPARISON

IIHughes 63911 Princeton PEP 500

Deflection sensitivity 
t. .5 V/diameter ±2. 5 v/diameter

Deflection inpuit z 5 k U 1k U

Deflection bandwidth ~700 kllz 3 M11z

Vido bndwdth12 MHz 28 MHz

Writing speed 
3~s1fC2j~/il

Resolution 
1200 lines/diameter 1350 lines/diameter

IImage retention (ContinuouS readout) 1 hr for 501 loss 2 hr for 50% loss

Linear gray scale 
32 levels 64 level.-

Zoom 
6 X 36 X

Erase time 
150 m-s 33 ms

3.50
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ITA IE 111-5

I TV M(NITVOIM COMP1ARISON

Ball Conrac Sierra Scientific

Spe-i ication 1 s1t-15 QQA-14 HD 1501

Horizontal center 1000 1000 1500

Iresolution (TVI,)

Corner resolution (TVI.) 950 800 1300

Gray shades 10 10 10

Video bandwidth (-I (lIM 32 M liz 30M1lz 30 Mlz

Distortion (geonletric) 2f, 1.5",, 1,,

Brightness (at full 60 nL 50 fl, 30 fM.

resolution)

Line rate 525-1229 vikh& 525-1229) s\itched 525-1229 auto

Cost $900 $2200 $2800
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HIAIMD COPYRER I DIlER

Four types of film image recorders were evaluated as potentially suitable

foi' generating the hard copy imagery for the SEP camera. They represent

the present state of th, art in operational image recording capability in their

respective categories. The four machines are:

* A laser beam recorder (Il BR) using a helium-neon laser

as a light source.

* A laser diode recorder (LDR) using a solid-state diode source.

. A cathode-ray tube (C(iT) image recorder.

0 A conventional facsimile 'ecorder (I.FX).

The ('onmpar'ison of these recorders was based upon the performance

specifications and availability with particular weight given to the following

factors: resolution; contrast; line rate; signal bandwidth; format; access

time; and availability/cost. A summary of recording system capabilities

is given in table ffI-;.

The LIBR is clearly the most attractive solution from a performance

viewpoint since it is capable of recording at nearly full sensor resolution

with adequate grey scale, line rates and film speed. Containing a rapid

film processor, the 1,BR provides hard copy imagery in near-real time

with access time of less than 2 min. Ilowever. the high cost and projected

unavailability of existing LBII's for the SF'P demonstration program eliminate

them from consideration.

The lN'X and other fac-iimile machines are unacceptable for this

program because of the low data bandwidth. Even with a slow scan readout

of the scan converter. recording rates are too low to be usable.

The I)( and ('iT systems offer a more interesting comparison. The

I,l)tl can record at approximately one-fourth of the sensor resolution with

alequate line rates. The fine sync capability is limited by an input buffer

to about 5 pe5'en t of ) lint. "he r'ecoIder ('an p)rovide 1: /2 shades of grey.

The film transport is : (CAl IKS- 7 standard film Ihack. Since the recorder

contains no film plocessor, an axili ary pl'ot'cssor is rie(iui red and access

titne is limited to staidnt l"tt processing timas.
:. 52
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I 'VTA Bl. E 111-6

i IIAI(1) COPY RE HCOIl) ER C HlARACT EISTICS

T1lype L1i L1)i C IC , FX

I Manufacturer I{( '\ 1) : Itoneywvell Litton

Image size (inches) 4.6 1. 5 8

Resolution (elements) 733:3 2800 1000 (minimum) 1600
(lp/mrm) :12 12 ,4

Grey scale. 2 steps 13 13 1s wet 4, 8, 16
10 dry

l)ynamic range 95 95 512 wet
32 dry

j 1) 0-2.5 2.0 2.6 wet
max 1. 6 dry

Film speed (in/s) 0. 1 - 3.35 0.4 - .. 0 0.04 - 10.0

I lard copy access 2 min standard procoss standard processing wet
2 min dry film

line rate 10S1/ 1(ioo/s 18, 000/s 20/s

S.N( capability. line fraction , 0 - 100",

landwidth s MIz .1 Mz ,s MhIz 32 kbits/s

Volume 40 I't 11 ft :3 ft

Availability/ruost $500.000 ? <$15,000

I
I

II
I
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The C(RT recorder can record 1000 spots/line at normal intensity and

up to 2. 5 times this at reduced intensity thus approaching the LDR resolution.

The line rates and film speeds are fully adequate, and the signal bandwidth

is compai-able to that of the sensor. Since the line scan is electrical rather

than mechanical, line sync is externally controlled and can reach 100 percent

of a line. The recorder can use wet process film. dry process film and
dry process paper. Rapid dry processors for film and paper attach directly

to the recorder, but a rapid processor for wet process film is not available,

requiring an external processor as with the LDR. The ClT system cost,

including processors, is under S 15, 000.

It is believed that the most appropriate choice for the SFP demonstration

is the CR{T recorder. Since no available system can record at the full sensor

resolution, some magonification is required. ,'hile somewhat greater mag-

nification is required for the (RT than for the LDR, the greater operational

flexibility. rapid access to imagery and a small size appropriate for airborne

demonstration make it the recorder of choice.
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SECTIt0N IV

INTERFACIN(;

I Having defined each of the system components, it is now necessary

to describe in some detail the interfacing requirements and design concepts

which have led to the selection of those components and will meld them into

a system.

In the airborne portion of the system, the interfacing between cameras,

lenses and local plane arraysr has been covered by the design detailed in the

previous section. Between the array and recording of imagery on tape,

electronics to drive the individual CCD's and form a serial of video signal

from them arc needd. This subject is discussed under the heading focal

* plane array electronics. Included in this topic are assessments of the need

for pixel ealibiration and coolig of the arrays. In order to assure high

quality E- ) imagery, some form (f stabilization, particularly roll stabilization,

is desirable and is discussed. As the interface between airbiorne and ground

subsystems, the VTR must record not only the video signal, but auxiliary

information to cont rol the display of that signal. The appropriate encoding

and dcoding of this information is briefly outlined, followed by a full de-

scription of the pioposed image handling operations in the ground portion

of the system.

I
FOCAL PIAN. ARIAY F1 CT1IIR,)NICS

I In te w-- local plane array, there are primarily three functions:

image sensing, video preamlplification processing and neniory for proper

I sequencing.

I Image sensing is acconplishod with six linear (CI) arrays that are

optically I)utte(d. The image is int(grated and then read out of the six imagers

I simultaneo,.sly.

I
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The output of each CCD is amplified to a usable level in a video

preamplifier. The output of each video preamp drives its own flash 8-uit

A/D converter. Thus each pixel is converted into an 8-bit word. These

8-bit words, six channels wide, are stored in memory and then read out

in the correct sequence. The block diagram for this system is shown in

I figure 4. 1.

II In the viden processing, there are four problems with which to contend.

Three are inherent to the CCD sensor:

& * Charge generated in bulk

* Photo response nonuniformity (PRNU)

I * Dark signal nonuniformity (DSNU)

The fourth is simply a matter of stretching system resolution beyond 8 bits.

There are five types of pr)cessing that can be performed to deal with

these problem:

* Bulk charge subraction to deal with charge generated in the bulk.

a PRNU :orrection bxy digital multiplication to compensate for PRNU.

0 DSNU subtra,-tion to deal with the problem of DSNU.

0 lBackgroUund subtractioi to eliminate dc from the video Automatic

Gain Control (AC C) to inc rease peak-to-peak amplitude.

IBulk Charge Subtra ction

Charge generated in the hulk is a serious pro)blcm. It can cause a

false background level that is ,10 percent of the full scale video output. The

circuitry required to deal with this problem. however, is relatively simple

j and quite ne(c.5s;iry. l.igure 4. 2 is the hlock diagram for bulk (harge sub-

traction.

4.2
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As indicated '.n figure -1. L , balk charge subtraction requires an addedI ~samp~le and hold, an adIdedI ast settlin- vid- o amp Such as the Teledyne

Philbrick 14:35, and an added line driver suchi as the 1110033 to provide the

low,% impedance source required by the TRWA Flash A/D.

IThiis circuitrvN should '.ive a ,mvi impact onl the packaging problem

since a g-ood &du;il of emipty space has been planwled around the flash A/D's

due to their high powecr consUniption.

Photo Reponse N nuA ito rmi tv

lPHNU woiuld be perfornwil as a diigital multiplication after the 8-bit

I conversion. The block diagrami for IP1NUi correction is illustrated in figure

4.3.

The R( YM ,vould be pl-ograinnmed to its characterized CCL). In terms of

j hardware, an 3-1bit miultiplier and Lwo IlK x 8 HM's per CCL) would he needed.

The 12-bit counter (3 IC's) would address all six ROM's for all six CCD's.

Dark .Signal Nonu ni ocil

I I"From tibse rvations in the, lab. IM)NU is a iintll problem. Typically

it would -ause an1 c rpi rl of t-wo least si- nificant bits in the vidoo) level. None-

the-less. I)SNU stibtr:,?tion could ic( per-form-ed as illustrated in figure -4.4.

j 1)5 DN[ is di rectly propo5)rtional 0) i utvg ration t inw . It is also inversely

propn rtjowial to \'/R. Thorclore, l)INU would hiave to vary as the inverse

of V /RI. The I X funlction (IMn be i mni uteil with one IC. HUM of 11K x .1

hol e (ha irawtvrizd for eaci(h ('(1.

1 4.5
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To accompilish ba kgr )u1in subtraction, the dc level ot the video WOUld

be shifted Suich that in eq111al n1UMinli of pixels wouild be above and below.k a

given level. The basic blo,.kI diagrani is illustrate(] inl figu re 4. 5.

A nliagynittide comparator dtttrinines Whether the Pixel is, above or below

the d~si red nu'dian - Its ouitput coinlro15 all up/down counter. At the end

of a lino, the couuuter state, is latched for each of the six CCD channels. The

latched o-i'pis are then sum itm d oip all six< (haninels . This sum is compared

with _t fixed -ount and th, les-ser value is stee red to the second accunmlator.

TIhis is to prouvide loop stabi~lity ia slew r-ate limiting. For fuirther stability.

loegwcis plyvidoed to 1etect the iminent ove rflow of the second accumutlator.

This final aecu-Inu11lateil V'alUo. is then 'nputtedi to a 1)/A conv'erter. The output of the
D. A conuvereter goes back to the sumjiing point of the video amplifier. The

modlificationi too the \'idl() amplifier would be th,- samev for background sub-
traction. )SNU subtraiction Or bulk charge subtraction. Mediani shifting

Would be capable Of shifing the average level up or down.

Autoiati( 6a1 n ControlAGCithtsm iim n beofulsae

The thouight behind ACi htsm iiimttme ffl cl

converPsions. inicluding ze upo,-sh by akgrnuod subtinctioll arc dsrd

Figuire 4. G~ is the block di a-ram !o r AG C.

E i th.r [till scale,~c all onips ) i- all zen'., will advance the couinter. At

th,- end of a lii n the eovn Ier v states arc latched and the n the six channels are

sumimed. Thiiis som n- s ('nij ard With a1 Fixed count for- slew rate limitinig for

1loo) stat iiiitx. Thme le ;- ,(it t ii twoi is stc~ red io a difference compiater

w~hi ch count ii hslvii ~ r cen Ilhe selected iber 'if full scales and

the nmlme I'm to h iis lim . 'lb ii fftc iwe t hen is suiurud into the second

acCo mula'o r. A;info plo ]())I abuihiitNy there is an) immininent ove rflow detector.

'rhe otptith seci o nw a ci minin imus the 1) A converter. The ouitput
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of the DiA converter is then buffered. These buffered outputs drive the

reference of the flash A/D converters at the front of the system.

Con clu sions

The following conclusions can be made based on the previous discussion:

" Bulk charge subtraction will have only a small effect on the

packaging problem.

" PRNTU correction would ha~e an impact of a probable two board

increase in the system.

" DSNU subtraction could cause a two board increase in the system.

* Background subtraction wuld cause a four board increase in

the system.

* AGC would cause a four board increase in the system.

" Because of design similarities among the function described

above, all of the functions could probably be implemented and

cause only an eight board increase in the system.

For conditions in which the arrays are operating at low levels of

illumination, it can become desirable to correct the output signal for

pixel-to-pixel nonuniformities. This pixel calibration requires reading the

appropriate multiplication factor from a ROM which, for uniform illumination,

would produce an unmodulated video signal except for noise. Although the

system should be operating near saturation levels in clear weather, it is

highly desirable to demonstrate optimum performance under less than ideal

conditions. Therefore, it is recommended that pixel calibration be included

as part of the focal plan electronics.
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I
In general, it is also desirable to cool the array and especially to

maintain a constant temperature. Cooling reduces CCD dark current and

thus improves the signal-to-noise ratio on the chip. Of greater importance

is temperature stability, since fluctuations in temperature usually produce

unusable imacry during transient periods. Again, for demonstration, special

environmental control is not needed because the tests will be in an open

aircraft and :ecausc at the time of year for which the tests are tentatively

scheduled; cool weather is to be expected, which allows for cooling by air

circulation.

SHARED FOCAL PLANE IPOW,'lR BUDGET

The CCI) and image processing electronics are divided into two electronic

packages. i.e.. magazine electronics and electronic unit. Since all radiometric

correction is done in the magazine electronics, there is a significant change in

power input, depending on the options selected. Input power to the magazine.

assunming the four radiometric corrections previously described, is 300 W.

This number would drop to approximately 150 W for no radiometric correction.

The electronic unit will require approximately 140 W. These figures assume a

power supply efficiency of 60 percent. These estimates are for the focal plane

array and processing electronics, and do not include the camera requirements.

STAB 1LIZ ATION

Two methods of roll stabilization exist to cancel small roll angle

perturbations. Both methods assume the use of a roll angle sensing device.

Composite Syw Interval

It would be possible to allocate some portion of the composite sync

interval for stabilization purposes. It would then be possible to shift the

sync pulse relative to the start of vido transmission. This could be imple-

mented in either ie focal plane arnay or in the VTR. although if it were to
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be done on the N'Tit it would he necessary to add electronic circuity already

If a 1 - fi s stabilization window w,\ere added to the sync interval, its

widtli voulId increase by A p s since both the front and back porch times would

have to be extended. This would increase thc video bandwidth requirement by

12 percent

A limitation of this approach would be the resolution achievable with

such a small window available. The resolution is set by the number of

decoded interv'als, available and is proportional to the master clock frequency

of the sYstemn. Tihis stabilization would be done on a line-by-line basis.

Scan Converter

I A sec-ond approach would accomplish the stabilization in the scan

converter. Using an analog scan converter, it would be possible to modulate

I the "'write" sweeps with the stabilization signal. This could be carried out
using either a coatijfuou~s oi- line-by-lint basis. The continuous approach

would give the m-ost correct geomeotry, but the implementation would give

somne intensi tv niodulatil a as the sweep speed is c-hanged. Lin.e-by-line

correction would not exhibit the problemn, but geometric errors within a line

would not be correctedI. A minor effect of stabilization in the sean oonverter

wAill be sonme nm1dulation of the right edge of the display. This modulation

is proportional to Ohw peak amplitude of the stabilization signal.

I Thore i; n1o bandwidth penalty for stabilizing the image in the scan
conve rterI.

The stabili,'at inn signal-s can be provided hN a miniature gyro mounted

on the focal plane a rrtV ('levIronic assembly. 'fbi! p yrm will oupt the correct

signal for (ancelation of small perturblations frm the focal plane array

4.13
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mounting platform. Correction of up to 10 percent of the field of view will

be detected. Thus using a 12-bit word, the stabilization accuracy will be

1 1/4 pixel. Figure 4. 7 shows a block diagram for gyro stabilization.

The gyro, signal microsyn and spin motor signals are generated by

Idividing down a 153. 6-kiltz reference frequency to 9600 lHz and 1200 Hz,

respectively. These signals are then converted to a sinewave and amplitude

jregulated. The error signal is synchronously demodulated to a varying dc

signal. This error signal is then applied back to the gyro torquer at a very

low amplitude to cancel the normal procession rate of the gyro. The error

signal is also buffered and output to the data encoder.

The two methods would cost approximately the same.

A second approach would be to use vertical reference data from another

system on the aircraft. If another source is available, there would be a

considerable cost savings by eliminating the gyro and its associated electronics.

Depending on the vertical reference used, improved drift characteristics

over the miniature gyro can be expected with this approach.

VIDEO Ri-:C(U1IN( FORMAT

Bandwidth Reduction TechniquesFor Focal Plane Array Video

Because a (lual-channel, 6-Mltz tape recorder has been recommended and

the video width is 8.3 Mlz, it is necessary to divide the signal into two

4. 15-MHz signals to avoid excessive reduction of resolution. The two possible

methods are alternate pixel aid alternate line recording.

Alternate I;ixl lcordinl

The recording of alternate pixels, i. e,., odd on * 'hannel 1, even on

channel 2. wr)uld h( easiest to implement with hardware. The odd/even pixels

4.14
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arCe al i'e:dI sepa rated inl the focal plane array.'1 The p)ole arises when

it is Ilecessa l to ree ~mbil te hese pixels into serial fo rm. It wvould !)

Ilecessa F'. to regelicri't(' the p~ixel clock to a fraction ol a -iyule in order to

samlei th.' tw) vrT oi hannels- when the video signal is valid. Tlhis is no

S mall pr oil li hult whenl coipa ring- this aj-prmach against the alternate lineI recordi ig. tho signal (degradation will he no worse andi the systemn complexity

'is grealY r'dn cd. Fi-u re 1. 8 is a block diagrami of this concept.

l~e 0~liug;utcroiat e linles si nm1 itan eo six' eases the problem of pixel

i'e~istration. IL it d(l e so with i very high hlardwIare, cost. The locazl plane

arraly CCl W0)1( .vilu ha0ve to be expanded to include twto additional mc'molrv
fplal'- t) alowm 101. the slowi ci readmfoit rah'. A; the mcnwllr) is cXpaIied.I ~ ~~~the :1oil'lo; (41 sup)1101 circlli t I' will 811 it increase

'iTlc I-'omni,ilitoil )!' Owe iol, 111)m O th wo) channels anain has the

mw).t ifll)iplt. jl\v') toS~hl :lilccsL)1ecomb1inatimi are conside red:

I * flu'~~~ The icld i i he diit / ed and1 plac'ed into its ('0rrect fo rm uIsi hg

;1II I I iismnl i b) th:It kused inl the Iii al planle array. The amiount

11 j~n m d'1 i i n i' i sLpp)irIt ti l'llitl' 1\ w ld be1 Si 11il to

Lll, 1') Ao 1)1 p all(' .iry. Tile sum n 'tionl Ci rinit rY would '1ot bOe needed

whichl '.\ ild Z81511 I-(imtL.( the amount of co .it rol logic reqo ire' I.

Althmigh hankvar:IF i opal- wouIld bie greai.. the signal degradation

STlw v.idll'{ 4)Ild uw I, cd--ih Ibhin1 ail It ialog shilt register 'to

I ~ ~i lv1taI l 1 Ohe j)lolt ut''\(''. 'ile( avmilatilc shitt ri'gist('Ps,

I 'ate pile. smi11111d itl :iOas tf the pract icilitvx ()t this approach.
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I There is. howevcr, a, (,(,j) memory device currently in prototype
prodluction [v% Vi~i rchild. T1hi s devie is a serial to parallel to

I serial delay line. It huts oot yet been ascertained when this

1 device might go into prodtuction, but it will allow effective nia-

nipUlation 0' tk ;i4lal to maintain bandwidth on a two-channel VTR.

DATrA ENCIMit

The pu ripo:th t)-w Oa enooder is to process and route to the VTR

I auxiliary informhjiicoi nk od( J toyproper display of the video at the ground

station as Ah )wO n m i ';UA( . 1).

I The lilte ct )dfltc plzi' o.- nUmberig data onl the tape for use of the

zoom modeV. 'I'!) '. L')UI'c is ip lted () over), 100th linie. The counter

I output is scriiili id md I l'.I itiluatcd for placenrt on an auxiliary channel

of the VTR.

Alte xnit ivoly, a o ii ye es-al timre code, could( he recordfed every 100th line

for essentially the same efiect but alloh) g more simplle correlation between

filnt and E- () ii ;icry

'Ihel analog infcrmoiIn Irmoi thle -vo mo~it first hk, colnvertedi to a

digital worid. The oniput from the converter is then handled in an identicalI manner to the lii i comnter data. except that the information will be placed on

the second auxil ia rv -hanriel of tle \ Hl.

I)A'IA I)VCODFIR

Thell 11"1:1 et,' tci ~ v thW I\,vo( of the dato encoder used in

the aircraft ih Tict t:1 d CC~it th e aixiliary chiannels of the N'T1 and

d d, la( ted N.( ),I- Int ~. j I J; If; t Itu ; II I I. '1'he1. PART is againi u sed, hut t his

i timle it colivecrt.s Owe se r-1:l ,ii into pairaflel data. Thev line number infornut ion

1 4.18
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is placed onto the data bius. The stabilization data is converted to an analog

signal used to m-odlulate the write sweej x)sitions in the scan converters.

Trhis process is shown in figure 4. 10.

SCAN CONVERTF R INPUT [NTU:RFACI:

The input interface electronics, shown in figure, 4. 11, provide mo.st

of the signal processing- in the ground system. Sync is separated from the

composite video. -and is usedi to keytedelay Inoi- replay /oomi and the Sweep
generators. Delay times and bias, setuips for the scan converter originate

from the InI iC r.OCOmputer a.ndl are distributed to the interface through a

peripheral inter-face adapter (111A). All sweep generation and signal sealing

for the scan converter are accomp)lishedl in this section.

SCAN C VIRT:1DSAYINTELRFACV

The (display intcrtace has' the primary purp~ose of routing video and

sync intorm-atjon to the dosired di sjlily. Because of the need for various

read rates from the scan converter, a programmable read bias circuit is

incltuded in this section. The Selected synVIc p)luses1 arc used to kex' the sweep

generator for the hard copy display . This procss is shown inI figure 4. 12.

S fiAR ED FO CA 1, P 1ANF V1 M'l NG AI I 1S 1)LA Y

Alth;ough a scrollng di splay' uIsing analog s;cani coave cers wvas dismissed

in the previous. section ais di fFiCUlt and 'o)stly, the follmWing is a discussion of

howv it might bhe acconipli' shed and 11b( pn~rolm it would enilil.

Sinc the 1 ritwii oni A Iocon is :a single-ended tube Al operations, i. e.,

erase. write :iiu Ictd nimi~ . st 11 ca rried I ot iii a sen al fashion . Read videoI is blanked hii ring% either Il write ()I ori -w f'u inction. Itthe scan converter is

required to wvrite aI new line or c1I-( ;I ic then significaint (leal zone2s will
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I

be apparent in the display. The time to write a single line from the focal plane

array is approximately 570 n,. Assuming a standard 525-line low resolution

readout, this will give a ten-line gap in the field being read. Erasure of the

area to be written would give ai additional three-line gap. Because of these

problems, the only viable solution would be to ensure that the scan converter5in the read mode is not disturbed by write or erase operations. This

solution reqiires that three scan converters be used.

In a three scan converter moving map dispaly, the converters would be

operated in a low resolution mode (500 lines). Each input line would ideally

be written in two locations on the Lithocon. For a practical system, alternate

lines would be written in the two locations. The area to be read would be

skewed as a fut'ntion of the input line rate. The video being read will be

delayed by three frame times from the input signal. The read deflection signals

will be skewed continuously to give the moving map appearance. Figu: e

4. 13 together with timining diagram. figure 4. 1-4, shows the operations

in their relative time periods.

Although this appmach gives a more pleasing display, there are

several disadvantages that should he weighed:

" A third scan converter is required. '[his increases the cost and

pac'kage size cequ ireicnts.

* The scan conve-te.'s are read at a b O\er 'e.'-lution. Redundant

information is being stored giving a 2X redaction n the information

stored.

* The inte rtac elect ri.,ics. becon, itii' mlre coImplex resulting in

increased ,'j)st anid pa ,'I izo,. Interfact electronics are required

for the third -s 'an o'oilet'. The normal read cir vuits in the scan

cnv(rters cannlmt he, ii.,ed. Thi> requires all new read defle, 'ion

ci cn itry in addition to the standard circuitry used for the replay

zoom) Operation.

* The whole appi h ,uld rquiir,, an added system cost of about

$25. 00o

-"law,
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CUEING

Several methods exist to cue targets of interest for a zoom operation.

With any method used, it is necessary to generate a line number for tape

recorder recall and a horizontal start delay for the scan converter sweep

generator. To generate this information, the following approaches are viable.

Joystick

A joystick can be used to place an electronically-generated box around

a target of interest. This approach will also allow the target to appear in

the center of the zoomed area (at the operator's dicretion). Since a

3X zoom does not require very accurate cueing. this approach would also

have a fast humaq response. The interface is similar to the light pen; and

joystick !ost would be about equal to the light pen described below.

Fixed G rid

A fixed grid pattern could be used to indicated coordinates of a target.

These coordinates would then be input by means of thumbwheel switches. The

operator would have to interpolate between the grid lines to place the target

in the center of the zoomed area. The response time to accomplish this is

quite slow. There is no real saving to this approach over the joystick.

Light Pen

The light pen can be used to cue a target with a minimum of human

response time. The target will appear in the center of the zoomed area

including targets at the edge of the screen. The interface of this unit is

quite simple. The cost of the light pen itself is approximately $400. As the

leading choice of methods, the following is a detailed description of the light

pen operation.

I
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I LIGHT PEN

In order to cue an area for a replay zoom operation, it is necessary

to define that area to the control system. This system requirement is met

using a light pen. The light pen defines the cued area by outputting a signal

as the CRT beam is scanned across the light sensor in the pen. This signal

I must first be converted to a standard logic level by a pulse shaper. This

logic level pulse can now be used to load a pair of storage registers from

I vertical and horizontal address counters. The vertical counter is incremented

for each line of a TV field. This counter is reset on a field sync pulse from

I the TV. The storage register will thus be loaded with the vertical address

of the cued area when the light pen is activated. The horizontal addressing ]
works in a very similar manner, except that the counter is incremented by

a clock at 256 times the horizontal scanning frequency and is reset by the

line sync signal.

The result of this operation is the availability of two data words to be

used by the microprocessor (p P) for computing the line number at which to

start the zoom and horizontal address at which the scan converter should start

its write operation. A block diagram of the light pen is given as figure 4. 15.

HIGH V/R - VARIABLE LINES/FRAME IMPACT

When the maximum V/R rate is exceeded, the image as presented on the

TV monitor will be compressed in the line-of-flight direction. This effect can

be corrected by expansion of the sweep amplitude, but would require computation

of the amount of expansion needed as well as the number of lines that would

then comprise a frame. The lines/frame information is necessary for scan

converter switching and location of the zoom coordinates.

An alternative approach is to keep the lines per frame, and thus the frame

rate, constant while varying the display image height. In this way, the operator

can choose a comfortable frame rate and maintain a constant image scale on

I
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display independent of range.

Because it is envisioned that a constant integration time will be used

for ranges from a few hundred feet out to at least 10, 000 ft, this feature is

necessary for the demonstration system. Given a constant 300 depression

angle, the range is easily calculated as twice the altitude. This relatively

low accuracy method coupled with the aircraft airspeed provides a rough

correction at little cost. This data will be recorded on the VTR and used in
the display control logic to control the number of lines per frame displayed.

In addition, a manual adjustment will be provided on the scan converter

which controls the sweep amplitude for a pleasing display.

Image Enhancement

E-O imagery displayed on video monitors make possible a wide variety

of image enhancement techniques. Some of these techniques are edge

enhancement, contrast stretching, contrast slicing, psuedo color and others.

They do, however, require substantial electronic processing. Because

such capabilities are well beyond the scope and intent of the SFP system,

it is recommended that effort not be spent demonstrating well developed

techniques of this nature.

Operator' s Panel

The proposed operator's panel is illustrated In figure 4.16. It is

intended to be simple providing only the functions and indicator lamps

necessary for efficient interpretation. Table IV- 1 is a Ust of the features

and their uses.

AIRBORNE SYSTEM ELECTRONICS

The airborne system electronics, shown in figure 4. 17, provide the

needed signal processing of the CCD video signals so that it may be recorded

4.29
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'PAT3LFIV-1

SHARED FPA GROUND SYSTEM CONTROL PANEL

Label Control Type Definition

No. 1 Lamp Indicates read activity on scan

converter 1

j No. 2 Lamp Indicates read activity on scan

converter 2

Analog zoom Push on/push off Places scan converter in use nto

the zoom mode

Light Indicates zoom mode

Size Pot (single turn) Adjusts amount of zoom

x-y position Joystick Selects area to be zoomed

4X Lamp Indicates 4X replay zoom

16X Lamp Indicates 16X replay zoom

Hard copy Mom switch Activates hard copy output from
scan converter

Lamp Indicates hard copy mode

Freeze Push on/push off Freezes frame being viewed so that

replay zoom can be used

Lamp Indicates freeze mode

4.31
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I

in the proper format and with the best possible signal-to-noise ratio.

Auxiliary informlion is also recorded. The data enooder converts

Ithe digital signals representing line number and stabilization into the proper

form for recording.I
The system control panel is the interface between the operator and

both the VTR and system electonics.

SFP GROUND SYSTEM

The function of the ground system, shown as a block diagram in

figure 4. 18, is to process the data and video information from the VTR

and to present this to either a TV or hard copy recorder. A 11 P is included

in this system to control the activity of the various blocks. It will calculate

the switching times of the two interfaces and control the read/erase/write

operations of the scan converters. These decisions will be made based on

inputs from the control panel, light pen and data decoder.

Data from the auxiliary channels of the VTR is domodulated and routed

to either the p P or the scan converter interface. The scan converter interface

takes the composite video and stabilization data, spparates the line sync and

generates the write sweeps for the scan converter. The line sync is also sent

to the uP for frame size determination. The routing information for the video

and sweeps is then fed back to the interface from the p P.

The scan converters are used alternately and have identical capabilities.

During the normal (low resolution) mode, one scan converter will be written

upon until it is within one erase cycle time of being full. At this time, the

other scan converter, which had been in a read mode, will be erased and

the TV will be blanked for the erase cycle. On completion of the erase cycle,

this converter will take over the write operation while the first reads to the TV.

4.33
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The light pen is used to cue a target for a higher resolution replay zoom

operation. Two 4X replay zoom operations are permissible on a low resolution

frame for a total blowup of 16X. When a target is cued, the light pen electuronics

will output a display x, y address. The replay cue locations are calculated by

the it P based on the light pen data. This information is compared against the

incoming data by the interface and used to control sweep and frame start

times for the scan converter.

During a replay zoom operation, the converter in the read mode will be

frozen and the other converter will handle the zoom. A second zoom operation

will alternate these functions.

Hard copy recording will operate in two modes. In the low resolution

mode, the video is routed directly to the recorder for a strip recording. For

a high resolution recording, the image is taken from the last scan converter

used in a replay zoom. This operation will take the last frame viewed, blank

the TV and read the appropriate scan converter in a slow scan, noninterlaced

mode to the recorder. Upon completion of the record frame, the scan

converter will revert to a normal TV read. Sync for the recorder will be

provided through the interfaces for either recorder mode.

The control panel will be used by the operator for mode control. The

normal video input mode is continuous viewing of the video as it is played back.

In addition, a freeze mode is allowed. In this mode, the replay zoom operation

can be done for a higher resolution look at the data. The output modes of TV

display or hard copy arc also selected by the panel. The analog controls for the

scan converters will be relocated onto this panel. Indicator lights will inform

the operator of system status.
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SECTi N V

PERIF'RMANC F

There is really only one measure ol imagery with meaning for this

analysis - what cai be resolved. However, resolution is a function of all

the effects of atmosphere, lens quality, detector quality and system degradation.

For a system in general:

MTF C SBSNR system B
SNRsystem noise

where:

C -* contrast at the image plane

S B  level of background signal

In this section, each of these terms will be assessed and the expected

results for this system in particular will be generated. First, the various

sources of signal degradation in terms of both noise and contrast must be

considored. The signal is defined by the spectral level of illumination

accounting for solar elevation, atmospheric transmission and weather

conditions. and 'he spectral reflectance of both target and background.

Photon noisL is associated with this signal. This signal then passes

through tho atmosphere, where absorption, outscatter and inscatter occur.

It is assumcd that the atmosphere does not introduce any MTF degradation other

than flat contrast reduction. With inscatter. there is a new source of photon

noise. The lens then collects this signal a'id noise and defines the image

plane illumination by its f number and transmission. The lens. in addition,

degrades the contrast by its MTF. Near this part of the system can be

various spzctral filters.

At the image plane, the signal is translated, in this case. into a

voltage signal by the CCD. This CCD has a certain spectral response and
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is operaled at a given integration time, which defines the signal level and

resolution. Further, the CCD degrades contrast by its MTF and introduces

more sources of noise. At this point, there are several MTF's to be

accounted for: that of the pixel, image motion and crosstalk. Other system

components which process, store a.id display the CCD )utput signal may

degrade the signal by introducing more noise and/or reducing contrast.

At the display, a minimum signal-to-noise ratio is required by the observer

to recognize objects imaged by the system.

For a light target on dark background, the noise level against which

the signal must be measured is the noise level in the background. In the

following, certain assumptions have been made: pixel-to-pixel nonuniformities

have been corrected so that these are not a source of noise; the target and

background reflectances are spectrally neutral; and CCD crosstalk has been

effectively eliminated by the use of a filter to attenuate the near-infrared

radiation which is the major sourve of crosstalk. The noise figure (N) is

then defined by:

2 P ( 2 1 2 1
N IN D P BTA t f K (1- TA ) PBSB 1 T ASB ) L SNR 2

where:

N detector noise in electrons

P - background reflectance

TA  atmospheric transmission

SB  -- background level in electrons as though there were
no intcrvening atmosphere and it has a reflectance of I

K - horizon-to-background luminance ratio

1 =sum of reciprooal squared signal-to-noise ratios

SNR for the rest of the system
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The signal level (S) at the image plane is given by:

S [CTI T A 'B S'B

where:

1
'r .atmospheric contrast transference

1-TA
I K( TA

YA

CT inherent target-to-background contrast T

The required system MTF (MTF system) is:

N

MTFsystem = S SNRmin

where: SN1rn in is the minimum required signal-to-noise ratio required by

thc o;,servcr. As a rough figure, given a bar target, a SNRmin = 2. 25 will

allow recognition of that bar.

The following is an assessment of the signal degradation for each of the

system components other than the lens. The lens MTF's were presented in

srction II.

SHARED FOCAL PIANE SYSTEM SIGNAL DEGRADATION

A. CCD and Preamp_

0 Resolution limits of the CCD are determined by the cell size of

the CCD. The theoretical resolution limit of the CCD has always

been met in the lab tests.

* The dynamic range of the CCD is somewhat open to interpretation.

Specifications list a typical figure of 500:1. In testing the GFE

army, a typical figure of 300:1 was measured at the output of the

5.3
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preamp. This figure does not. however, consider pattern noise.

This type of noise is due to PRNU. Typical values of PRNU are

25 mV at a signal level of 350 mV. At the preamp output, a white

noise level of 7 mV is present. The maximum signal level is

2. 1 V.

B. A/D And Og ital Su bsstem

0 System degradation in this section is due to least significant

bit ambiguity of the A/D converter. This amounts to 1 part in

256.

C. Tape Recorder RCA Advisor 62B

* The specified signal-to-noise ratio equals 40 dB, or ratio of

100:1.

Single channel use would limit the sytem bandwidth to 6 MHz.

Use of both channels would allow full system bandwidth to be

recorded using simultaneous recording of two lines of video.

0 Inter channel time displacement erior could add a 25-ns time

displacement error. This would equal approximately 1/10

pixel, gaussian.

D. RplayZoom rocssing

* The replay zoom video processor can add as much as 1/2 pixel of

gaussian positional jitter to the display in the zoom mode.

E. Scan Converter

* Resolution - assuming a square format, the scan converter

capability at 50 percent modulation is 945 lines. With a replay
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Ie

zoom of 16:1, approximately 600 line capability is required.

Thus, the scan vonverter should not limit the system resolution.

S iased on past use of the PEP 500, the output will be limited to

approximately 10 grey levels. Tho estimated signal-to-noise

ratio is 30 to 35 dB for ratios of 30:1 to 55:1.

F. Monitor

The TV moinitor is capable of displaying the scan converted video

without degradation.

G. Hard Copy Re order

In the strip mode. the recorder will limit the system resolution to

approximately 1000 lines. In the replay zoom mode it can record all

presented information without degradation.

Both th, pixel misregistration errors (C and D) add in rms fashion.

With these figures, a numerica l. calculation of expected performance

can proceed. Using the lower figure for scan converter signal-to-noise

ratio, the reciprocal square sum of the tape recorder and scan converter

is .0011. The detector noise is nominally 237 electrons according to the

chip specifications. The horizon-to-background luminance factor is from

available data .3/ () B* The target reflectance has been nominally given

as . 3 for Naval grey. while the typical sea reflectance is .05. However,

background reflectances up to . 25 in steps of . 05 will be calculated.

The atmospheric transmission (TA) is given by:

TA CXP.[rM R G(A)
TA  = x.visibility-"92 R;A]

where:

R range

GIA - correction factor for slant path from altitude A; since

the depression angle is 30". A R/2.

5.5
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S is a function ,of solar elevation, atmospheric transmission, lens and

detector characteristics. These have been calculated as a function of solar

elevation and visibility for the 18-inch fl lens and CCD 121H detector.

Thi r values are given in table V- I. Using these values and the other system

data, th,, required system MTF's have been calculated as a function of solar

elevations, range, background reflectance and visibilities. These can be

found in table V-2.

Finally. th, actural sy'stem MTF is a produvt of the lens MTF, image

motion MTF. ('CO MTF and pixel registration uncertainty MTF's for both

the tape recorder and zoom operation. Because of pixel geometry and

image s iiar. the limiting resolution is defined in the direction of scan.

The image motion MTF is a sync function because of the discrete time

chopping nature ,of th, im:iging process. Image motion is defined in terms

o! pixels of smear iy the platform velocity. range, integration time, focal

length and pixel dimension. The CCD MTF is a sync squared function

first because of the pixel geoietry and because of the discrete nature of

readout which pn)dlces an uncertainty due to phase relationships. Both the

pixel registration MTF's are gaussian. The various MTF functions are

given in tables V-3 and V-4 and their product as a function of range and

fraction of Nyquist frequency is shown in table V-5 and graphed in figure

5. 1 rsing the 18-inch fl lens.

To us'. these tables, find the "required MTF' table pertaining to the

conditions at hand. read a required MTF, using the figure and the range

calculate the frequen,'y at which that MTF is obtained on the system MTF

table. The ground resolution in inches is then given by:

G(inches., § _9 -- R(1000!
f

Several graphs for typical conditions have been generated and are

shown in figures 5.2 through 5.4.
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* TABLE V-2
REQUIRED SYSTEM MTF VS SOLAR ELEVATION AND RANGE
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APPENDIX A

FOCAL PLANE ARRAY TEST PROGRAM

GFE FOCAL PLANE ARRAY DATA

jThe objective of this test was to evaluate and characterize the three

CCD's used in the GFE focal plane array. A bench test setup as illustrated

j in figure A. 1 was used to provide an illumination source for the array.

The DSNU and PRNLJ evaluations were carried out at a reset clock (OR)

rate of. 5 MHz. This rate was belected so that the PRNU test condition of

350-mV CCD output could be met with the available light source. All the

photographs were taken trom a Tektronix 7603 oscilloscope which was

ac coupled to the buffered OS signal of the CCD to observe the video output.

The CCD was connected -o the bias PCB, figure A. 2, and was clocked

using the drive circuitry as shown in figure A. 3. A block diagram of the

CCD t.est tool is given in figure A.4.

The pixel distribution data was taken by connecting the CCD preamplifier,

figure A. 5, to the CAI CCD evaluation tool. For this test, only 1724

pixels were evaluated as the performance of the twv pixels at each end

of the CCD is not guaranteed.

During the preceding tests, it was noticed that a significant sensitivity

variation existed between the center CCD and the end CCD's. In an effort

to determine whether this was due to CCD sensitivity or mismatch of the

prism optical channels. some additional tests were run to characterize the

relative gain of the three CCD's. These tests consisted of a sensitivity

test using a monochmmeter to provide a narrow band light source, and a

test using a polarizing filter and a 600-nm narrow band light source. The

data from this test is given in table A-1. The narrow band tests were

run at a 6,f R rate of 100 kHz to compensate for the light loss of the filters.
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TABLE A-1

REI,ATIVE GAIN TEST I)ATA

light Relative Sensitivity

Source ('('1) 1 CCD 2 CCD 3

Tungsten (wid) .35 1 .35

500 nm (narrow') .61 1 .71

600 nm kna row) .- t0 1 .60

700 nm (narrow) .36 1 .45

600 nrn polarized N /A .38 1

600 nm polarized 9,, 90' N /A 1 .83
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CAI FOCAL PLANE ARI.Y I)ATA

For the entire test, f 1 MHz.

ADS was measured Iy:

I. Covering th, fixture with black velvet.

2. Extinguishing the lamp.

3. Adjusting the oscilloscope time base for 2 ms/division.

4. Observing the average dark signal.

DSNU vas measured by:

1. Adjusting the delayed sweep tine base to 1 14 s/division.

2. Adjusting vertical ;ensitivity to 5 mV/division.

3. Adjusting the delayed expanded sweep so as to observe the level

of individual pixels.

Vsat was measured hy:

1. Increasing the lamp intensity until one of the registers began

to flood wT(d recording that level.

PRNLJ was measured by:

1. Adjusting the light level until the average video level.

Table A-2 illustrates the data gathered for eight of the CCD's

Odd/even imbalance was less than 2 percent for the selected CCD's and

for two of the nonselected CCD's. However, one of the nonselected CCD's

had an odd/even imbalance of approximately 5 percent.

Of the eight C('[)'s tested, six had a significant inerease in dark level

due to charge generated in the btlk hy IR. Two of the selected CCD's were

only slightly affected in this respect due VA) IR.

In regard. to J'RNLI. there was little, if any, d|ifference between

the selected ve rsu H nonseleted CCI)' s.
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I In regards to ADS and I)SNU, again there was little difference between

the selected and nonselected parts. IHo.%,ever. one of the nonselected

parts did have eleven significaat spikes due to dark current. Of these, three

were in excess of 4 rnV, three were approximately 3 mV and five were less

i than 2 nV.

Of the six selected CCI's. one has a cracked window, one is not

hermetically scaled and has :i scratch aeross the photosite structure, and

one has a -s-al tint appears to be considerably pitted.

The following arc comment.s concerning the six selected CCD's:

* Serial No. Z356R-45-14 Should be rejected due to lack of

hermetic seal and damage to photo-
site structure.

* Serial No. 360R-322-6(1) Should be rejected due to PRNU

and cracked windw.

* Serial No. 375R-334-47-11 Should be rejected due to PRNU

(\ indow seal appears to be pitted.)

* Serial No. 37511-334-47-12 Appears to metot specifications.

* Serial No. .105-13-6 Appears to meet specifications.

* Serial No. 405-24-4 Should he rejected due to PRNU.
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